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Nature seems to take advantage of the simple 

mathematical representations of the symmetry laws. 

When erne pauses to consider the elegance and the 

beautiful perfection of the mathematical reasoning 

involved and contrast it- with the complex and 

far-reaching physical consequences, a deep sense 

of respect for the power of the symtietry laws 

never fails to develop. p.N. Yang's Nobel Lecture)

1. Introduction

In the history of scientific thought, we see the evolution of the basic 

concepts of nature. We must inwvitably wonder whether the usual relativistic 

time and the fundamental universal quantities c(the speed of light), e fthe 

charge) and'ft Cthe Planck constant), etc. are the final basic concepts of nature. 

They are wonderfully embedded and interlocked in the usual 4-dimensional 

symmetry of special relativity. This conventional framework of basic concepts 

has by now been developed to an incredible degree of perfection. It has been 

supported by innumerable experiments at both low energies and high energies. 

There seems to be no substitute. Consequently, hardly anything has been 

done up to the present to reexamine the basic concepts underlying contem

porary thought of physics, although there are well-known divergence diffi

culties in quantum electrodynamics Which are probably related to the basic 

concepts of time and space. At any rate, we must always keep our mind open.

Just as the modification of the basic concepts of classical physics stimulated 

and inspired the construction of quantum theory, it is not inconceivable that 

a change in the concepts of time and space may throw light on the construction
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of a complete and finite quantum electrodynamics. The main object of the 

present paper is to explore a new concept of space and time. We discuss its 

applications and consequences in quantun electrodynamics—  interaction of 

light with matter. v

It is obvious that there is no possibility of returning to the Newton 

concepts of space and time. However, it appears possible to build uo a 

fairly satisfactory conceptual framevnrk on the basi-- of s. new 4-dimensional 

symnetry with the new concept of universal time embedded in it. Further

more, the Poincare-Einstein principle of relativity,i.e., the form of physical 

laws is the same in any inertial frame, still holds in the new framework.

One might immediately think that the 'time-dilation' experiment with unstable 

particles has definitely ruled out the concept of the universal time.

This is in fact not true because the concept of universal time does not 

necessarily imply that the lifetime of the pion decay at i t is the same as 

that of the pion decay in flight, as measured in a reference frame.(see sec.6)

Mathematically, the underlying idea of the new theory of 4-dimensional 

syranetry is very simple. We observed that the Poincare group or the Lorentz 

group is a group which acts on(ct/and x'.1 This suggests that we can preserve 

this group property by assuming a relation for time t' and letting the f peed 

of light c* be some function in the transformation.

Experimentally, it is very surprising that such a new theory are 

consistent with many experiments such as the 'time-dilation’ experiment, the 

Michelson-Morley experiment, the Kennedy-Thorndike experiment, the Fizeau 

experiment, the measurement of the speed o± light from a rapidly moving 

source, etc., although time is universal and the speed of light is no longer 

universal in the new theory.

Within the framework of the new 4-dimensional symmetry, the clocks can 

be synchronized at the same place and then moved (with a ’uniform' speed) to
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different places or frames. We obtain far-reaching physical consequences 

which are radically different from those in special relativity: The concept 

of time is universal. The speed of light may not be isotropic in every 

inertial frame, but the two-way speed of light is always isotropic in any 

frame. In general,the speed of light depends on the operational definition 

of measurement. In the present formulation of quantum electrodynamics, e 

and 11 are scalars under the new coordinate transformation, while the usual

e, fi, c are no longer scalars. Therefore, there are only two universal and 

fundamental constants e and fi in the new theory. This is a whole new picture 

of nature.

We stress that many operational definitions of physical quantities such 

as time, length, velocity, frequency of electromagnetic wave and atomic fre

quency in this framework are different from those in special relativity.

Some properties of a physical quantity or relations between physical quanti

ties which hold in special relativity, may not be valid in the new framework. 

This is because the speed of light is not a universal constant in this frame

work and should not be interpretated as a violation of the Poincare-Einstein 

principle of relativity for physical laws, (see section 2) If one is not 

careful, one will find many'apparent inconsistences'. This simply reflects 

the fact that the basic concept of nature in the new framework is not easy 

to fit into our preconceived notions. However, the results in this framework 

do not contradict known experiments. Since our view of nature and the 

fundamental concept of time are drastically changed, we must be extremely 

careful in the analysis, the interpretation and the deiivation of results 

in the new theory. We shall discuss experiment which distinguish between 

the new four-dimensional symmetry and special relativity.
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2. Comparisons of Two 4-Dimensional Symmetries

The important features of the new 4-dimensional S)nmetry can be mostly 

easily seen by comparing them with the corresponding feai ires in special 

relativity. The mathematics involved in the derivations of the results in 

the following table is very simple. We refer to Ref. 2 for detailed dis

cussions. Here we briefly explain the physical meaning of the equations 

in the following table:

The ’space-light’ transformation in (C) is, as usual, the consequence 

of the basic assumptions in (A) and the invariance of events-interval (B) 

which may be finite or infinitesimal. The inertial frame f’ is moving rela

tively to the frame f with a speed V, as measured in f, along the +x-axis.

In the new framework, the universality of light speed is not regarded

as the principle or law of physics. Rather, the equation for the propagation

2 2 2 2 2 2 
of light, c dt - dr = c’ dt - dr’ = 0, is regarded as the law. The space-

light transformation in the new theory preserves the form of this equation

rather than the universality of light speed.

By convention, we choose the speed of any light signal c in the f frame 

to be constant and isotropic. Thus, the speed c1 of light signals measured 

in f’ will be different in different directions. This is sufficient to set 

up a clock system in f and then one can synchronize clocks in the f’ frame 

to read the same time as the nearby clock in the f frame. Of course, univ

ersal clocks are assumed to have the same rate. If we use the radioactive 

clocks (see section 6), we know that the rate of such clocks moving with a 

speed V will slow down by a factor (1 - /c2)*5 with respect to those at 

rest (because of equation (41) below). In order to make them to read 

universal time, their rate must be corrected by the factor (1 - /c2)*5. 

According to the Poincare-Einstein principle of relativity, the earth at any
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particular time can be chosen as the £ frame (for a short time). If one 

wishes, one can construct the hew theory by choosing the f' frame to have 

isotropic speed of light and to synchronize clocks accordingly. It is clear 

then that the present framework is not compatible with the idea of an aether 

and the concept of Newtonian absolute time. To be specific, we choose 

f to be the frame in which the speed of light is isotropic throughout the 

paper.

The interpretation of the function c'(x/t) in the new transformation 

in (C) depends on the physical circumstances being examined. If x/t is 

related to the propagation of a light signal, for which x/t « ±c, then c' 

is the one-way speed of this signal measured in f'. In this case, c' has 

different values in different directions of propagation. If x/t is the 

velocity of any massive particle, the value given for c’ can be shown to be 

the two-way speed of a light signal which returns to its point of origin in 

the particle's rest frame. In another example, if one fixes x and lets t. 

to be arbitrarily small so that x/t > c, then c1 will have arbitrary values 

and does not have any operational meaning at all.

The result in (E) with the convention I,

AX' = (11) 

is derived from the space-light transformation (C) with At = Ay  = A  2 = 0,

i.e., the two ends of a rod on the x-axis are measured simultaneously. This 

holds for observers in either f or f1. (The Tesult (1.1) should be compared 

with that in thu convention II of (E).) It is consistent with the interval 

between two events given in (B) with 0 and <At » 0 because A^'t) =

-/"^Ax when At = - tj = 0 (as given by the space-light t: ansformatior 1 

and c and (3 are,by convention,non-zero constants. This strange property of 

c' is of course interlocked with the universality of time and the four-diraen-

sicnal framework. (We note thaf; in constrast to our discussion above, the 

velocity (i in Ref.2 is understood as ^(t^ - t^), where - t^)= (3^0

for t2  ̂tj and |S(t2 - c1) “ 0 for t2 = tj, t2 and tj being two arbi

trary instants of time. This is really not necessary and we do not use it 

in this paper.)

The result (b2) in (E) can be understood as follows: In the cosmic ray, 

the muons are produced at the top of the atomsphere. Suppose the muons are 

at rest in the f' frame, i.e.,ax' = 0. They travel a distance Ax as 

measured in f, the earth, and are detected at the sea level. A person 

traveling with these mens would seem indeed to travel only a distance L'

l' = a x / / = A  ( (*■ ) *  L = I V*t|. (1.2)

We see from equations (1.1) and Cl-2) that the concept of spatial length in 

the new theory depends on the operational definitions of measurement.

The law of velocity-additzon in (F) can be derived by considering the 

space-light transformation among three inertial frames f, f1 and f”. The 

velocities V and x are respectively the velocities of f1 and f" measured in

f, and V’ is the velocity of f" measured in f’. Note that when x = 0

(i.e., f" is at rest relative to f), we obtain |V’[ ^ | V( because c'j. =

2 1/2  ^ 
ĉ  = c/(l-|3 r  .i.e., the speed of f (relative to fr) measured by observers

in f' is different from the speed of f'(relative to f) measured by observers

in f. This result defies our understanding based on common sense. However,

we stress that this difference in the measurement of relative speed is

completely relative, depending on the operational definition of measurement,

and is of the order of (V/c) . Therefore, it does not contradict known

experiments.

6 •
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The results in (G), (HI, ('11 and (J) are straightforward.

The invariant ’action1 lunctions in (K) and (L) show that p = p /c> >
and = Ay/c, rather than the usual momentum and the usual potential

A (x), are 4-vectors in the new framework. And we should legard e = e/c

as the universal constant and treat x' =(ctf and r' on equal footing.

Although the usual definitions of charge, momentum and energy are no longer

covariant quantities, if we work in a particular frame f we may use them and

consider them as conserved quantities.

A basic difference between these two syiaaetries is that in the new syranetry

framework an event in f and f’ is respectively specified by (r,ct) and (r’.c’t)

rather than (r,t) and (r’,t). The new transformation between f and f’ is not

given by t’= t and x'- ^(x - j3ct) only because the transformation of c’ must

be included. The convention c “ constant implies that the clock systems are

set up in such a way that there is a unique speed of light c in the C frame.

Because of the universal time, c1 will be a function of x/t in the space-

light transformation (C) and is not always identified with the speed of light

in f’. In particular, only when ds = 0 both c and c’ are constant and are

identified with the one-way speed of a light signal.

A crucial question is that whether physical clocks read universal time

or relativistic time. This can be answered by a more accurate measurement of

the one-way speed of light in the future: If physical atomic clocks read

relativistic time, then the direct measurement of the one-way speed of light

by using atomic clocks on earth must give the universal constant. However,

if the one-way speed of light has a diurnal variation of 10 6 (see eq. (47)

below), then we conclude that physical clocks read a universal time rather

than the relativistic time. So far, the accuracy of the one-way speed of 

-4
light is only 10 .

3. The Dirac Equation and the Dirac Field

The invariant action for the Dirac field Vp and the electromagnetic 

4-potential A^ = A^/c is

= _  _ (2) 

< v -1 ■-f - a, )f - » n  - i ,

where is an invariant scalar density. This indicates that we must 

regard ti = V c  and e = e/c as the fundamental universal constants. The 

usual constants e and ft are just composite quantities (e.g. e = ec) and 

not invariants. Therefore, they are not funtiorintal from the viewpoint of 

the new theory.

The Dirac equation can be derived from (2), we find

(- + = o. (3)

When A^ = 0 and A^ = iV(x) = -iZe^/(4ltr), we have the equation for the 

hydrogen atom^

Uo- WO- ^

Pjj = -i 1i 9^ . The eigenvalue for po

- , z V ______ c'fl j _
To&T"\,+

(4)

CS)

which characterizes the atomic level, where n’ is related to the principle

quantum number by n = n’ + (j + 1/2).

The Hamiltonian density for the electromagnetic interaction of the

charged Dirac particle is -ie '<£,AM where j can be written

(by Gordon decomposition) as j = j ̂  + j ̂ , and takes the form4
/* /» A> A
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We see that the usual magnetic moment efi/ (2bk) is not a scalar in the new 

theory, only eft /(2m) is a scalar.

.Let us consider second quantization of the Dirac field.5 We start with 

the Lagrangian

£ = y a)
It leads to the field equation

(jfc ~ 0 , C8)

which can be written as

+ *0^ - O, 1*,*-i* a/ax*
m.

The cannonical momentum conjugate to an^ f  are 

The total Hamiltonian is

H -  / A  H f
where

3+
(9)K - n w T £ - *  = <i*i-i*s-s+r)'i'.

We write quantized H* as

. <£ ---- —  cr)_ (rl____
^(x^-prp^ £ /""/I?.! b (3L)e (10)

/4V0 1 fI1 >

where un/if, I = vncV(E\ f \ \ f % -  V i  A  , "

•u'-’VT I XKf) -  o f .  (11)

and all other anticoranutators are zero. The Hamiltonian H can be expressed

because of (11), (12) and p© i '
The total charge operator tj is d V : (see eqs. (24)* (25) below)

q  = e |  f  blr,\f,t)bfr,(?t) r‘K  (14)
^  P  T * f  * *  *'** J  vw w« / *

The total momentum of the Dirac field is

5« = -;I % A , _  ■ os,

ff ISL _ 2iL *£
*“ - 3(3^) 3*t< acay/â ) ,

and hence

We take the spin density to be

V - U  o-k), C17)

which is justified because the consistency of the total angular momentum

J h* cisj

is guranteed by the invariance of .

4. Quantization of Radiation Field

The invariant Lagrangian density (2) leros to the Hamiltonian operator 

of the quantized radiation field6

^ i = l,*,3, 09)

where B^ and are related to the usual arid E^ by the relations B; = B^/c 

and = Ê /c. The vector potential can be written as
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A p - W  ̂ A « . f  [aKW ^ l + ] m
v0 *' '. J

*♦ 2
where 1^= (k, k^), k^= ikQ= iu>/c, k^ = 0 and

CV  S., _

1 t  , ĵy' 1 = 0 ,
at equal time. From (19) and (20) we obtain

«M - H . J k- (^  aM  + a ^ ) , m  u,A.

The momentum operator is

=|< > H ( 9M aM  + )

The time-dependent operators 3.^ and 3.^ sal isfy the Heisenberg equation 

which gives

V t u V ' ,e’i w ' 051

One can verify that the commutator o£ the quantized fields and g. 

are related to fc by

f21)

(22)

(23)

(26)

5. The Doppler shifts of Atomic Level and Frequency

The atomic level is described by (S) which has the dimension of mass. 

And the Hamiltonian of the quantized radiation field is given by (22) which 

also nas the dimension of mass. Hie usual definition of energy is not a
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covariant quantity in the new framework. Therefore, we must use the concepts 

of atomic 'mass level' and 'mass quanta' ( t>kQ = tilO/c ) to describe the 

emission and the absorption of photons by an atomic system. The change of 

the mass level in such process satisfies

P0 i - V i k o - W c .  (27)

The point to be emphasized here is that the Doppler shift of the atomic 

level is the same as the shift of 00/c (but not the shift of UJ ) because

ii is a univeisal constant in the new theory. This is in sharp contrast to 

that in special relativity.

Hie transformation of the wave 4-vector k = (?, i U)/c) is

'<^-pco/c)/(,yyA = k' = Ka/

J±>1 - T- -|? *̂ _ w C/-/»«*») _ w
c' " u- n''1 ~ ~ ,

(28)

(29) 

2The Doppler wavelength shift (28) has been checked to the second order (3 

by Ives and Stilwell. In all previous laser experiments of the Doppler 

shift, one used the laser frequency to tune the atoms into resonance and 

did not measure the frequency directly. One usually claimed that the laser 

experiments measured the Doppler frequency shift and confirmed the rela- 
g

tivistic time dilation. However, from the viewpoint of the new theory, 

all these laser experiments measure the shift of the atonic level,i.e., 

the shift of to/c according to (27). And therefore they are also consis

tent with (29) of the new theory in which there is no time dilation at all. 

In this sense, these laser experiments do not really test the basic coicept 

of time in general.
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.With the help oi the space-light transformation (C) and 

(29) , w/cx can be shown to be invariant:

(oj'A'j (co/c)(/-/3to4^)/(/-./3iyA - co

C' " (C-/3 *V U - f)Vx X=CC°*0- l50)

This is not surprising because Uj/cx is the ratio of correspond

ing components of the two four-vectors „ K. ,iw/:) and ic) . 

Suppose the radiation source (e.g. atoms) is at rest in 

and *n C28)-C29) are respectively 

the unsbifted wavelength xl and frequency measured in f* (which 

is moving relatively to the laboratory f ). The observers in 

the laboratory -f do not know )\ and ui'/c' . tn fact, they can 

only compare the shifted quantities \  and with the unshifted 

quantities X u and CUu /c associated with the same source at rest 

in $ . We note that the lengths of rigid measuring-rods AX in 

■f and fiX1 in -f' can be expressed respectively in terms of the 

wavelength X u and A. . Because of the Poincare-Einstein principle, we 

must have

x' »  U>'/c' =  (X)u /c  (31)

Q
Thus, (28) and (29) can be written as

= X l( ^

, '/a C32)
U)u -  ttJ(/ + |5)/(/-/?1 )   ̂ C*0 = - 1,

where (X,u>) and (X[),&^ are respectively associated with the electromagnetic 

waves emitting from a moving atom and an atom of the same kind at rest ui f.

The results (32) show that the usual experiments of Doppler shifts cannot 

distinguish between the new theory and special relativity.(cf. eq.(34) below)

We note that since the universal time t and the electromagnetic-wave 

frequency CO have different transformation property, the Doppler shift for 

the radar pulse frequency and that for the electromagnetic frequency 10 

are different. Suppose a radar pulse transmitter and an observer are at the 

origins of f' and f respectively. Each emitted pulse travels with speed c 

along the x-axis as measured in f. Suppose a first pulse is sent out at t̂  of 

the universal clock when transmitter is at the position relative to 

the observer, and suppose the (n+l)th pulse is sent out at the position X2 and 

time ” tl + *1 + n''z/t ' where *s the measured pulse frequency of 

the transmitter in f'. If the observer in f receives the first pulse at time 

Tj and the (n+l)th pulse at T w e  have

T1 “ V  xl/c> T2 ’ V  CV  ^ 2  ' tl))/c (33)

Since the time interval T^- covers n periods of the signal as received by 

the observer, the shifted frequency Vy - n/(J2~ Tj) is given by

^  ( 1 ♦ V/c) ̂ (34)

We note that (34) can also be obtained formally by setting x' « 0 in 

the space-light transformation (C) in the table because the transmitter is at 

rest at the origin of f'. In this case we have the relation c'= C (l-f3x̂ X. 

This relation and (29) lead to the result (34) for cos0 ** -1, and VeV^1.

Thus, the frequency measurements discussed in the previous paper* mist be 

understood as the radar-pulse-frequency measurements and not the electromagnctic 

frequency measurements. In contrast to special relativity, there is a differ

ence between a radar pulse frequency and an electromagnetic frequency in the 

new theory. This is because the property of clocks is different from that in 

special relativity. So far, this difference has not yet been tested to order (i .

14



(36)

6. Universal Clocks and Experimental Tests 

In sections 3 and 4, we have discussed quantizations 

of the Dirac field and radiation field in the new framework. 

Following the procedure in Ref. 4, there is no difficulty in 

deriving the Feynman rules from the Lagrangian (2) for quantum 

electrodynamics in the new framework. The S-matrix element 

is given by

^1^.- •• ̂ } ] U >  css)

where The lifetime *T for the decay l_-»3L+3+— + V

iS - L - . f  \ .......

^  J T  \l*nO/ VC2-'1̂ ) 3 /

Let us consider the decay process H ~ — *■ JU~ +  J/ > 

whose interaction Hamiltonian may be taken as

\ \  . <w>
H

where f/c is assumed to be universal and the factor Vm^is in

serted to make ^ ( W i )  dimensionless. The lifetime *T

is 1 -z _
~ U W  »£ *  ̂I  > t0 'o~v-vYc')Vi (38) 

* > ■
The ratio of corresponding components of two 4-vectors is an 

invariant:

C’ C J  _ -w^/c

n , u-vVc')*,

where x/t is interpreted as the velocity v^ of It in the frame f.

IS

We consider this example to stress that the lifetime of unstable 

particles is indeed frame-independent and consistent with the 

basic assumption in the new framework. This implies that if a 

pion TI* is at rest in f ' , the lifetime T'fTt') measured in f' is 

the same as the lifetime T(Tt') measured in f, i.e^T'dt*) = 'TClt*) . 

However, it does not imply that the lifetime of a pion decay in 

flight is the same as that of a pion decay at rest. Eq. (38) show 

that the decay width f  = 'h/cT , just like the rest mass, is the 

same for pions at rest in different frames, e.g., T'( n‘) =f T(Tt)' 

where the pion Tt is at rest in f. Tnerefore, we ha:j

C7(Tl) = C'T'(ft') =  C'/T(7t')> (40)

Since the pion Tt' is at rest in f ' , the space-light transfor

mation with dr’ = 0 leads to the relation c =/c' and therefore11

TCn.') - / T ( 7 0 .  (41)

In this contex, it is worth pointing out that if there is anomalous result 

in the ‘time-dilation* experiment, it may be related to the violation of CPT 

invariance in the domain of weak interaction only.11

For any given type of unstable particles or excited atoms, it is possible 

to measure what fraction of a sample of them, the measured survival fraction 

provides information about the lapsed time. Such a radioactive clock has 

been widely used in the study of historic and geologic past through measure

ment on various long-lived isotopes. According to the new theory, observers 

in different frames will agree among themselves in the age of a rock or the 

age of the universe.

The atomic clocks use the frequency 2 ^  = ^ p /  the

16



of m e  transition to define the time interval t.
A

tA(sec) = b/ (Hz), b s lHz-sec . (42)

To see the property of the atomic frequency, let us consider the equation

0,
(43)

At-o t \  i V(v) = -i 2  e V O n  r)̂

which describes an atom at rest in the f1 frame. The time-dependent part 

of the wave function ^(x^) is given by

J^)e C'=Ĉ  ̂(44)

where M1 is precisely the same as pQ in (5),

/ , .-I/a
M  - > n ( . l +  n . ' + [ i > + 4 f - 2 V f O  C 4 S )

It is important to observe that c1 in (43) and (44) is the two-way speed of

light, c' = ĉ t because the atom is at rest in f'. Thus the characteristic

frequency of the atomic system at rest in f' is given by Since

tO' is not a scalar under the space-light transformation, atomic clocks do 
A
not automatically read univt 'sal time. To see the difference between an 

atomic clock and a universal clock (whose rate is not changed by uniform 

motion), let us consider two identical atoms and -at rest in f and f1 

respectively. If (a2) jumps from froro a mass level (M̂ ) to a different 

level Mc (ML)> the transition frequencies of the atom a^ and are res

pectively given by

(M k-Mt)c/fc

V' =(.M'b- =(Mb-Mc)G (/ -^ )7 ^  , ^

where V, and 1/' are measured in f and f' respectively. In this case,
A A

we have and M̂. = Mc because of (45). Tt follows from (42) and

(46) that the rate of a moving atomic clock is slowed down by a factor
2 h

(1 - j3 ) in comparison with that at rest.

The earth m  its rotation carries us through a whole succession of

inertial frames. If the earth is chosen to be in the f frame at a particular

time, then half a lay later the earth will be in a different frame f' moving

with fi K10"6 relative to f. Thus, the atomic clock in the earth labora-

tory will have a diurnal-variation of 10 relative to an ideal uni*

versal clock. In view of this, atomic clocks can be used as universal clocks

12
to measure time for almost all practical purposes.

The present theory predicts that the one-way speed of a light signal 

measured in £' is different in different directions, as shown in (I) of the 

table. This implies that the one-way speed of a light signal measured in the 

earth laboratory has the diurnal variation

18

which can be tested by using atomic clocks and laser devices.

In the quantum transition h-»c of the atom^a^ (â ) emits a photon 

characterized by the mass four-vector = j fi ̂  ifi<0/c=i(M|3- Mc) J 

^pj= ti ic', i£o£/c'=i0£ - M^)j ̂  , as measured in f (f'). In this 

case, we have

M k = M'b/ M C= M ^  (k | H K ; | ,  u >/c =  u < / c', (48)

n̂ iere and c' separately take different values in different directions.

Note that the mass four-vector is i_jnserved in interaction processes such

as emission and absorption of a photon by atomic system. We clearly see that

in the f' frame the atomic frequency y)' is in general different from the
A ;

electromagnetic-wave frequency tô  because they are related by

K  ® c‘/c‘i = AU CMb- Mc) cy I . (49)

This is in sharp constant with that in special relativity. However, the 

relation (49) do not contradict any known experiment because the response of 

the electronics detectors to external electromagnetic wave frequency OJ^ is 

always eo' because the detectors are made of atoms and are at rest in f'.
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7. Discussions and Remarks 

Let us consider a particle which is in motion relative to 

the frames f and £' in an arbitrary manner. At each different 

moment of time this motion can be considered as uniform and we can 

introduce a frame f" rigidly linked to the particle. In f" frame 

the particle is at rest, dr" = 0. Because of the invariance of 

intervals

- a s ' -  =  d x ?  -  =  c ' d t )  c ' t  (5 0 )

one has

c 'U-  C"\ (M)

^  {Al/Ukf , P -  C* ! /*<  )\

where dr/dt and dr'/dt are respectively the velocities of the 

particle measured in f and in- f'. We stress that c" is the proper 

two-wav speed of light in f", i.e., the speed of a light signal 

propagating from R" in f" to a mirror in f" and back to R|'. The 

two-way speeds of this signal measured in f and f' are respectively 

c and c' given by (si). Thus, the speed of light in the expression 

p  (or v/c) in th«> Table and in equations (38)-(39) must be under

stood as a two-way speed.2 The one-way speed of light shows up 

only when one considers the one-way propagation of light. In the 

new theory the ■•peed of light transforms in a very strange way 

which defies our understanging based on our preconceived notions. 

However, it does not lead to self-contradiction in the new framework.

The spcM of light from 'frequency' and wavelength measurement of the

methane-stzblized He-Ne laser has been found to be^ 299792456.2(1.l)m/sec

-9with the fractional uncertainty ±3.5x10 . However, this does not contradict 

or test this theory because from the viewpoint of the new syimstry framework 

it is the value for the two-way speed of light. The reason is that the 

measured frequency ;s the frequency that characterizes the oscillation of 

the atomic system rather than the oscillation of the electromagnetic wave.

Pres thr f*Me., we see that both the new and the usual frameworks 

have a four-dimensional symmetry. These two frameworks have many common 

features related to the four-dimensional symmetry and show some sort of equi

valence: The mathematical formalism of unified gauge theories, etc. in this 

framework is formally the same as that in the usual framework. This has 

been substantiated by studing several specific theories.** To wit, 

the invariant LagTangian for a charged scalar field i=

I s = - t t y F  )' l j J  + t V * )'«?? \  \ 2 (S2)

where 4> is related to the usual (j) by £ = <j>/c formally. Moreover, 

x/c < 1 and V/c < 1 in the law of velocity-addition in (F) implies V'/c'< 1 

and hence c' is still the maximum attainable speed if f’. Nevertheless, 

the concept of tune and the synchronization of clocks are different from 

that in special relativity. Suppose we have an atomic clock system which 

are synchronized by using light signal when the earth is in f (in which the 

speed of light is isotropic). If the rate of these clocks are properly 

corrected by the /-factor, then they will read universal time and they are 

still synchronized when the earth is in f' half a day later. However, accor

ding to special relativity the clocks which are synchronized when the earth 

is in f are no longer synchronized when the earth is in f' half a day later.

And the readings of clocks in different places must be readjusted differently 

in order to synchronize them according to special relativity.
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Dirac had expressed the opinion that "the physics of the future, of

ct'trse, carnnot have the three quantities h, e and c all as fundamental

quantities. "Only two of them can be fundamental, and the third must be

derived from those two He also believed that c is so fimdauenta] that

it cannot be derived from h and e.15 It is interesting to note that in the

new 4-dimensional synmetry, there' are only two fundamental universal

constants t and e, while c is not universal and therefore it can never be..

* derived from ii and e.

In the new framework, we may work in natural units for convenience

by setting = 1.

Quantum electrodynamics is not a finished subject. Although the

procedure of renormalization enables us to obtain finite and correct

answers, the renormalization theory is faced with the criticism that a whole

group of observable and observed phenomena lies outside its range.

Within the conventional framework, one can set up a nonrelativistic theory

with a kind of interaction for which the theory does converge, by putting

in some sort of cutoff; this would be mathematical acceptable if one does

17not insist on special relativity. Since the new 4-dimensional symmetry

admits new concept of space and time, it may.enable one to look into this

18problem from a new angle.

Since time is universal in the present four-dimensional symmetry fraae- 

work, it appe&rs quite natural to consider a universal length for the elec

tromagnetic interaction, the existence of the universal length L would 

naturally allows us to modify laws of electromagnetic interaction at short dis

tances. The length L will be a new fundamental constant in the modified 

quantum electrodynamics. We shall consider a model of bubble electron, 

which leads to a finite theory, in the Appendix.

One might ask whether there is any advantage when other branches of

22

physics are formulated within the new framework. We would like to point out

that within the usual framework there is no canonical notion of the evolution
19

of a statistical system because of the absence of a universal time. In the 

T  space of the system, the entire history of the collection of the N-interact

ing particles forms a N-dimensional manifold and one can only choose an arbi-

v 19
traiy curve on the manifold to describe the system. • However, in the present

theory (or the classical theory) the system can be represented in the F space 

by a one-dimensional manifold because there exists a universal canonical 

parameter, i.e., the universal time. Also, in the usual relativistic thermo

dynamics one has to introduce an inverse temperature four-vector dy to make 

the expression <n> = (expf^/kT) - 1 ) 1 invariant (i.e., with the replace

ment Vo/kT -* ty) • Yet, the knowledge of <n> and k/( = (k, iu>/c) is 

not enough to determine a unique value of the temperature fou;-vector Cy in 

general. Thus, the generalized temperature has little physical meaning 

in ganeral because it is impossible to determine its value uniquely by 

experiments. In contrast, since W/c1 is an invariant as shown in (30), the 

expression for <n> can be invariant without introducing the inverse tempera

ture four-vector in the new framework:•

<n> = [ ^ p C U “Vc')0) - i ]  1 0  = c 3A k T) (47)

provided 0 transforms as a scalar. We believe that these are seme advantages 

of the new four-dimensional symmetry and that they deserve to be further 

studied.
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The comparison between the new 4-dimensional symmetry and 

the usual 4-dimensional symmetry of special relativity.

Table Caption

26

Table

New 4-dimensional symmetry Special relativity

(A) Basic assumptions
a. Principle of relativity for a'. Principle of relativity for 

the laws of physics. the laws of physics.
b. Universality of time. b'. Universality of the speed of light.

(B) The interval between two events
-ds2 - dr'2 - d(c't)2 -ds2 * dr’2- c2dt,Z ,

= dr2 - d(ct)2 „ jj.2 . c2dt2_

(C) Coordinates transformation betveen the two inertial! frames f and f ’ 
space-light transformation ’ space-time transformation

*' = ( X-/»ct)/(y-/8l ) V’* *'= (X - /3  C.t)/0 -/3t )'/l/

y - ? ,  y - h

C"t = Cct - px)/u- ̂ )'f CV = (ct -WfU-ff*
(3 s V/c . C = cortst.

(D) Simultaneity
frame-independent frame-dependent
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(E) Spatial Length

Convention I: isotropic light speed in f.
(a) At » 0 ( cAt = 0, Alc't)?1 01 : (a') At  = 0 I

A X ' ^ A X ,  A X ^ / a X;
OjIJ Ai t o ,  A X = 0 :  Cb'l) A i ^  o, A X =  o :

A x' =  ^ L ,  L=lVAt|. a x '=^L L=IVAt|.

Cb2) A-t * AX'= 0 ; (b'2) At f 0 , **'= 0 \

Ax =  a '  u'^lv'Ati a * =  / l' ^ivAt'i.
> 9 • J

^Convention II: isotropic light speed in f1. [ * -  0 : A X  =  ̂ A7(']
If At = 0 ' Cc'At - 0, A(ct) f 0), 

a X  =  /ax'. J

(F) Law of velocity-addition (x = constant)

J / _ */c - V/c * - V

C' / -  ^ V / c 1 . / -  i v / c \

(G, The experiment of the speed of light from a source moving with the speed V 
If x = c then V’ = c’ for any V. If x =•,c then V’ - c for any V.

(H) Fizeau's experiment3

j- _ j__ Y /,_  j _____l  .  -M
■n.' n  c V. ri1/̂  n* ~ k  c ̂  n V

V ' ___[_ _x____L V ' ___JL _ J_
c' " n.' , c = k . c. ~ k ' , e. " w. .
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(I) The Michelscn-Morley experiment5

If cx = cy = c = const., then = c'+x “ c
c„ = c' = c.c' = c(l- V'/c1)

y '  ■ '  > > l/x

c’±x = Cc? v)/(/-V/e>) .

(J) The Kenned;;-'! nomai ke experiment3

C A t  = c'At/u-/3l)th - CAt'/(/-/3 )'A

(K) Invariant action for a free particle with the rest mass m

S j = - J i n «ts S j  -  -J'*T'cds

= - J ^ U - / 3 ) /XAX 0 s j l d X 0i ~ J Ldt ,

I  = s%/sx» = » d x y ds ^ » " c g r
‘A  1

t f a V O / O - v V c 1.) ( ^ i , ^ ,  = JL/atf

I vl/c1)'A  m =H-. t = U  It -I
* IV* •

p. = * i f o .  * W ft /(l-/f

*o = E  V ll.

(L) Invariant action for a charged particle with the mass m

S  - 'fmds + e [ S = -|wCds +

- k S w .v d\

A m  =  A J l  , 

x " * ( r ,  ix.-ict), 

d‘tr1.=d’xix0< £ v = 3 * V M u .
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APPENDIX

In the new four-dimensional synmetry framework, the concept of universal
time naturally suggests’ the concept of a universal and fundamental length L
for quantum electrodynamics. The idea of introducing fundamental length L
into physics is by no means new. However, at present there are both theore-

21tical and experimental arguments for its revival: Theoretically, we need 
mathematically meaningful finite field theories. Experimentally, this idea 
is now strongly favored by (i) the presence of straight line Regge trajector
ies with a universal slop, (ii) the finite size of hadrons (quarks are pro- 
babl/ confined inside; and (iii) the universal cut-off of transverse momenta 
of secondaries in high energy collisions together with the similar cut-off 
of three-dimensional momentum in e+e annihilation.

Let us briefly consider a simple bubble model of electrons: For an 
electron at rest, the charge is assumed to be distributed over the surface 
of a sphere with the radius L, so that the source of the electrostatic field 
is (e/4JTr) d & ( t - L ) /dr rather than the point source eS(r). The equation 
for the electrostatic field V(r) is therefore given by

This gives the following modified Coulomb potential

e/if-Tir / r > I, 

A x r  , r = L, c*2) ■
• 0  V <  L .

Thus one can never see any deviation from the usual Coulomb potential if 
r is greater than the fundamental length L. The total charge of the 
source in (Al) is

. 30

The Fourier transfoim of the modified potential (A2) can be expressed 

in terms of the following principal value integral (.£=£»)

V 3 w  =  / v J ( . 1 e " £ £ J ’ l  =  t - r S ^ ^ V "  w >

Note that the Fourier transform of the usual Coulomb l/(4Ttr), r > 0, is
V(k) = 1/k2 and the usual photon propagator could be obtained from V(k) by

replacing k^ by k2, i.e. , - C ( c  1 • analogy, the modified
F A

photon propagator is given by

'h m  - - i n ? ! . ) ,  k i > o ,

(A5)

(A6)
K * < 0 .

We may remark that if the source in (Al) is rep1aced by (e/4Ttr ) <£(r-L), 
then (A6) will be replaced by ( s i n ) / for k2> 0 and 
exp(-_p?L)/( JTjĴ L) for k^< 0, which will upset the usual infrared beha

vior of amplitudes.
Similarly, the modified electron propagator is given by

J C K W ) (A7)
3 K l + w x -.'twhere ___

We note that J(k,M), M^O, does not have any singularity and that when 
k^= - M2 the function J(k,M) becomes 1 for 0. These are necessary 
for unitarity. The modified propagators (AS) and (A7) imply that the usual 
equation for the causal functions Dc(x) and S(.(x)

- im) S j - i  =
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have to be replaced respectively by
j ' o  o) □  Cl (x) = i S*ro, a = (- £  f*

*  (A9)
J  Ca,w)(*%&.-w ) SjOt; =  «5 w .

21The Lagrangian for such a bubble model of electrons is non-local

^  = 4 A* If J +i€<f ; \  (AID)

The fonnulation of a field theory with a non-local Lagrangian has been
21discussed by Bom, Pais and Uhlenbeck and others. According to this model, 

the covariant rule for the Feynman diagrams is given by
(a) The modified photon and electron propagators are given by (AS) and 

(A7) respectively;
(b) The vertex is - .

(c) Other rules for external lines and so on are the same as the usual 
ones (see, for example, Ref.l).

Such a theory is free from the divergence difficulty of the usual 
quantum electrodynamics. In the macroscopic region, every thing is the same 
. " that of the usual theory. However, in the microscopic region |r2-c2t2|<L, 
many concepts are radically altered; for example, strict causality, wave 
propagation and current conservation are no longer true. They are true only 
in the sense of average,i.e., after averaging over the small region~L 
in the four-dimensional space. If L is small, e.g., L<10 15an, the bubble 
model of electrons is consistent with experiments and satisfactory. We may 
remark that the fundamental length for strong interaction phenomena may be 
different from that for the electromagnetic interaction.


